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Between myth and reality

A rchaeology. This is a discipline which intrigues as much as 
it fascinates and has always done so. The very word itself 

makes one dream, as it is synonymous with travel, explora-
tion and discovery. In a word, adventure! 

However, the image which people have of the archaeologist 
as an intrepid explorer, treasure hunter, tomb raider and ex-
cavator of lost cities, is far removed from reality. This miscon-
ception is largely due to the fact that the most attractive and 
romantic aspect of this profession is the discovery of rare ob-
jects in exotic far-off lands. 

Contrary to appearances, archaeology is much more com-
plex than it seems. This is simply because this science is far 
from being exact. Unlike so-called ‘pure’ archaeology, its the-
ories are not based on formally demonstrable rational knowl-
edge but on an empirical approach combining observation, 
comparison, approximation and experimentation around 
material evidence that is often damaged and/or incomplete. 

Its advances – even major ones – are therefore fraught with 
uncertainty. Just as each new discovery can potentially call 
into question, from one day to the next, all or part of its hy-
potheses. 

The Seven Crystal Balls, frame from the plate 19

Hello?... Yes, speaking...
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In order to understand without inventing, while lim-
iting the risk of error (due in large part to grey are-
as), archaeology mobilises a wide range of skills and 
multidisciplinary knowledge, all as diverse as they 
are varied. This holistic approach is, in fact, a guaran-
tee of seriousness and impartiality. For it is the most 
effective means it has found to validate its theories. 
Also, if all the evidence converges and overlaps at 
the same point, it is very likely that it is pointing 
in the right direction. This sum of knowledge and 
know-how logically makes the archaeologist a mul-
ti-hatted scholar, who is an historian, art historian, 
researcher, scientist and field worker.

Moreover, archaeology itself is plural because there 
are numerous subdisciplines. The discipline has, so 
to speak, as many branches and specialities as there 
are techniques used (aerial archaeology, underwa-
ter archaeology, archaeo geography, etc.), periods 
(prehistoric archaeology, mediaeval archaeology, 
etc.), subjects (palaeontology, castellology, archaeo 

Red Rackham’s Treasure, frame from the plate 40

astronomy, etc.) or geographical areas studied (Mesoamerican ar-
chaeology, Oriental archaeology, etc.). 
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All these facets and singular characteristics make archaeology 
a fertile source of inspiration for works of the mind (including 
fiction) which enjoy staging ever more surprising encounters 
with the past. And these encounters are all the more spec-
tacular because the ancient civilisations – summoned and 
staged on this occasion – have been forgotten for thousands 
of years, only to re-emerge with force in a world that is totally 
foreign to them. Naturally, this shift modifies the perception 
we have of their remains. Our imagination can then seize on 
this gap to attribute all sorts of powers to them (mystical, oc-
cult, supernatural, and so on). This is a godsend for literature, 
cinema and comics – among others – which build entertain-
ing journeys back in time around them and, at the same time, 
feed the myth of the adventurous archaeologist a little more. 

Prisoners of the Sun,  
frame from plate 45
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Today, archaeology is defined as The science ThaT aims 
To enrich our knowledge of The human experience. iTs 
aim is To undersTand The way in which The firsT hu-
mans lived TogeTher, by sTudying Their civilisaTions, 
Their culTures and Their achievemenTs, Through The 
maTerial Traces ThaT have come down To us. These 
remains are markers of hisTory ThaT allow us To pro-
pose a reasonable and reasoned reading of The pasT. 

eTymologically speaking, The word is formed by 
The combinaTion of Two greek rooTs: archaios 
(meaning beginning, original, ancienT) and logos 
(meaning discourse, science, reason, relaTionship). 
in oTher words, archaeology is noThing oTher 
Than The knowledge of The pasT: “iT is plaTo in The 
greaT hippias, who gives us The besT definiTion...  

for knowledge of The pasT also 
concerns The landscape (environmenT), 
The TerriTory (geography), socieTy 
(sociology), individuals (anThropology), 
producTion and Trade (economics), 
language and wriTing (linguisTics), 
crafTs (Technology), arT (hisTory 
of arT), beliefs including funerary 
pracTices (hisTory of religions)... iT is 
Therefore a maTTer of reconsTiTuTing a 
vanished socieTy in all iTs componenTs, 
in a word, of reconsTiTuTing a sysTem!” 
françois djindjian wriTes in his arTicle 
enTiTled Le RôLe de d’aRchéoLogie dans  

La société, published in 2010 in The 
journal diogène.

Definition of a wiDe-ranging Discipline
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Red Rackham’s Treasure,  
frame from the plate 25

Archaeology, a path to be explored...
Archaeology as a backdrop for the story

A rchaeology is frequently used in fiction because it is a 
promising theme. It brings together all the ingredients 

that make a good adventure story: the unexpected, the 
unknown, the enigma or the secret. Thanks to it, in short, 
everything – or almost everything – is possible. The imagi-
nation can then give free rein to its fantasies and other ram-
blings, much to the delight of readers. 

Furthermore, the hero’s confrontation with the ‘buried ob-
ject’ or one ‘already unearthed’ is a particularly effective 
trigger for launching the plot. It is even the centrepiece, 
the driving force of the narrative, around which the various 
events (such as: advances, trap and setbacks) are articulated 
and intertwined. It also encourages the emergence of other 
leads and clues. The hero, with the help of the reader – and 
vice versa –, must then understand the logic of these clues 
in order to reconstitute the main thread of the story, like an 
archaeologist investigating in the field. 

But it is clear that after the phase of wonder, excitement and 
surprise provoked by a discovery, archaeology is then rele-
gated to the background. And in this register, the aesthet-
ics of ancient worlds fully expresses its potential to offer a 
grandiose and qualitative visual experience. Archaeology is 
then simplified (even if it is distorted or exaggerated), diluted 
and subtly distilled throughout the story to create an atmos-
phere, support the action and make it credible. In fact, fiction 
takes precedence over the scientific dimension so that the 
“truth from out of the ground” can mature and give rise to a 
denouement. 

From Cigars of the Pharaoh 
to Prisoners of the Sun, via 
Red Rackham’s Treasure, 
archaeology spices up and 
feeds some of the plots of 
Tintin’s adventures
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Tintin or the archaeology of opportunity

When Hergé embarked on the creation of Cigars of the  

Pharaoh in the mid 1930’s, he used archaeology as a pretext. 
And as usual, he drew his inspiration from current events. 
Although the press was busy covering the geopolitical trou-
bles of the time, it was still relaying the discovery of Tut-
ankhamun’s tomb. Since 1922, several unexplained deaths 
had been recorded among the members of Howard Carter’s 
(1874-1939) team. This was all it took for the media to make a 
big deal out of the affair and to shout – to anyone who would 
listen – that the curse of the pharaoh had struck once again. 
This was a blessing for Hergé, who kept only the substance of 
this intriguing subject, namely: mystery and imagination, and 
added his grain of salt with a touch of madness.  

“As in all the black and white books, the adventures of the 
reporter in the East were an improvised wandering, in which 
fantasy took precedence over documentary concerns that 
were still alien to the cartoonist’s pencil... This journey is 
bathed in a dimension of time and space that is enchanting. 
Enchantment is the word that characterises this incredible 

odyssey... conceived in improvisation” writes Jean-Marie 
Embs in the Archives Tintin, volume devoted to the colour 
version of the story.

The Seven Crystal Balls, frame from the plate 1 

Whatever the civilisation or the adventure , archaeology always presents 
itself to Tintin in a fortuitous and spontaneous way.

Just think of all those Egyptologists 
who died mysteriously after 

opening the tomb of that Pharaoh... 
You'll see, the same will happen 

to those who desecrated the burial 
place of that Inca chief...

Do you think so?
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The scenario imagined by Hergé is a 
kind of waking dream in which Tintin 
evolves as best he can. At his own risk, 
since the young reporter dives head-
long into the deep end of archaeology 
without ever having been in it before. 
Except perhaps once – but anecdotal-
ly and by pure coincidence – when he 
comes face to face with pictographs 
during his American peregrinations. 

In Cigars of the Pharaoh, he meets the 
very strange and eccentric Egyptologist 
Sophocles Sarcophagus who imme-
diately embarks on his archaeological 
quest. It is therefore by pure oppor-
tunity – and no doubt also by curiosi-
ty – that he accompanies him into the 
Egyptian desert. But what follows raises 
questions. Because Tintin, usually so in-
trepid and courageous, seems to con-
sciously avoid the moment of truth. The 

Tintin in America, frame from the plate 46

very moment of discovery. Would he be afraid of digging up 
a mummy or falling on a bone? What an excellent question! 
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In any case, one thing is certain: he quickly exits the scene to 
“take a look around” rather than actively contributing to the 
removal of sand from the tomb. In the colour version of the 
adventure, however, he witnesses the scene with his hands 
on his hips – as a mere spectator. He has to wait for a combi-
nation of circumstances – in this case, the chance discovery 
of a cigar in the sand, the mysterious disappearance of the 
Egyptologist and the spontaneous opening of the aedicula – 
before he finally sets foot in the tomb. 

The reason would be that this unique moment gives the two 
protagonists intense joy and excitement. But this is not the 
case. Well, it is, because Professor Sarcophagus is exalted as 
shown by his exclamations. Subconsciously, Tintin gives him 
the reply but in the interrogative form. Strange attitudes 
that Hergé seems to deliberately oppose. Weird... not to say 
strange... 

 
Cigars of the  Pharaoh, 

frame from plate 17
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The discrepancy between Tintin’s questions and Professor 
Sarcophagus’s answers are indeed a sign that something is 
wrong... ! Let’s not forget that we are in a work of fiction and 
that the reader must be kept on the edge of his seat. Also, 
if Tintin doesn’t seem to appreciate the importance of such 
a discovery, it’s because, from the beginning, several clues 
have tipped him off: the strange behaviour of the professor 
on the boat, the symbol on the papyrus, the narcotics hidden 
in his cabin, the precision of the geographical indications on 
the map and finally: the cigar found right in front of the en-
trance to the tomb. 

The reader may have missed these elements because they 
were considered anecdotal. Tintin, on the other hand, is al-
ready thinking about putting them into perspective. It is in-
teresting to note how much his approach as an investigative 
reporter resembles that used by archaeologists from the very 
first vignettes. A similarity that has not escaped Hergé’s at-
tention, since he scrupulously uses each of the stages of this 

Archaeological sequence

reasoning – and what’s more, in the same order – to bring the 
adventure’s unique archaeological sequence to a close.
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Documentary survey 

This is the starting point of any archaeological discovery. This 
stage is crucial because the first clues are often found in old 
papers. Archives, texts and old books are a mine of informa-
tion for those who take the trouble to consult them. Here, 
Hergé saves his hero precious time because the sources – or 
rather the source – present themselves spontaneously to 
him. 

Thinking he has let the precious papyrus in his possession slip 
away, Professor Sarcophagus finally finds it in the inside pock-
et of his jacket before proudly displaying it under the young 
reporter’s nose. The consultation of the document is fleeting 
but sufficiently effective for the latter to appreciate what it 
contains, which he bluntly describes as... “a bizarre drawing”. 
Bingo! Spot on! As usual, Tintin hits the nail on the head. 

It must also be said that his insight has become more acute 
over time, but above all with the experience he has acquired 
in the field during his previous investigations. Faced with 
this disconcerting insight, Sarcophagus soon confesses his  

ignorance: “I don’t know. […] Never in my long career as an 
Egyptologist have encountered it anywhere else”.

Cigars of the  Pharaoh, frame from plate 6
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Prospecting in the field

Predicting the unknown is not easy. Even less so when 
one bases theoretical hypotheses on documentary re-
search. It is therefore more than necessary to confront 
one’s ideas with the reality of the field by carrying out 
new surveys, but this time in the open air.

The research in the desert, which is four frames long in 
the black and white version and six in the colour version, 
don’t even leave room to get lost and even less time to 
suffer from the effects of the heat. The rhythm is sus-
tained to maintain the suspense. Hergé simplifies the life 
of his characters by entrusting one of them – in this case, 
Professor Sarcophagus – with all the facilitating elements 
(orientation, map and exact geography of the place). The 
others just have to let themselves be guided. 

In this passage, Hergé also uses and abuses the ellipsis. 
This is a trick that allows him to avoid excessive informa-
tion which could weigh down the story or slow down 
the rhythm. 

In real life, of course, this type of exploration is never carried out at 
full speed. It would even be dangerous – or even totally counter-
productive – to confuse speed with haste. At this stage, the archae-
ologist – usually accompanied by his team – meticulously surveys 
the area to determine the size and scope of the potential archaeo-
logical site. He also gauges (albeit approximately) the period when 
the site was occupied so that the most suitable excavation proto-
col can be launched later.

Cigars of the  Pharaoh, 
frame from plate 16
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The excavation site 

This stage is as delicate as it is meticulous. It corresponds – so 
to speak – to the collection of evidence that is carried out at 
the scene of a crime, during a police investigation. The site is 
very carefully examined and the surfaces are cleaned with a 
brush, because. the objective is to collect all the clues testify-
ing to the human activity of the site. And if one of them acci-
dentally escapes the archaeologist’s vigilance, it is one piece 
of the puzzle less. A piece of information lost forever that will 
be very difficult to fulfil afterwards. 

For Tintin, Snowy and Professor Sarcophagus, the case is 
quickly concluded as it is so obvious and logical. In the black 
and white version of the adventure, the corner of a block of 
stone miraculously protrudes from the dunes, like a nose 
pointing at the middle of the face. As soon as he sees it, the 
Egyptologist throws himself on his knees to frantically re-
move it from the sand. 

The entrance to the tomb is uncovered in a flash, so that 
there is no need for the shovels and picks mentioned a few  

vignettes earlier. After that, the scientist magically disap-
pears, leaving his top hat behind. When Tintin – who had 
gone away and made another discovery (the cigar) – finally 
returns, the tomb opens instantly. More than an incitement, 
it is an invitation to go inside. 

Cigars of the  Pharaoh, frame from plate 13
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A sequence that only exists in the first 
version of the story, after a short pas-
sage from shadow to half-light to light, 
Tintin and Snowy launch themselves, at 
full speed, into a maze of corridors. They 
both rush forward, heads down, with-
out really appreciating the monumental 
frescoes that unfold before them. Proof 
that they have no impact on the story. 
Only a line of named sarcophagi – set 
up and arranged as if they were in a li-
brary – keeps them from running wildly. 
They are stopped dead in their tracks as 
they approach this gallery of mummi-
fied archaeologists and are astonished 
to discover that two empty coffins have 
been reserved for them.   

The archaeological experience ends 
here for the duo. For, apart from the 
presence – in the background – of two 
imposing divine sculptures serving as 

coat racks (where the parasol, cuffs and 
frock coat of the missing Egyptologist 
are hung), there is nothing more to look 
at. Their excavation site ends in style, 
with the trap – in the style of “Tutankha-
mun’s curse” – closing in on them. This 
is an opportunity for Hergé to draw a 
masterly sequence, halfway between 
dream and hallucination. Great art! 

In the colour version of the adventure, 
just before being plunged into a screen 
of smoke, the two companions come 
across some anachronistic wooden 
crates, piled one on top of the other, in 
a corner of the tomb. They are full of ci-
gars marked with the sign of Kih-Oskh. 
At this point, Tintin and Snowy have 
collected all the clues necessary to un-
derstand the plot.

Cigars of the  Pharaoh, frame from plate 8

Great snakes! Cigars...
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Cigars of the  Pharaoh,  
frame from plate 6

Crimes against the history of humanity

A lthough the archaeological sequence of Cigars of the 

Pharaoh only lasts for a few vignettes, it still lifts the veil 
on certain limits and problems that unfortunately are always 
in the news.  

Death to the desecrators

The reference made to the “curse of Tutankhamun” – by way 
of conclusion – inevitably brings up this thorny ethical and 
deontological question: under the guise of science, isn’t the 
archaeologist desecrating the tombs of the ancient commu-
nities?

“Death will touch with its wings whoever disturbs the peace 
of the Pharaoh”

(Inscription found in the tomb of Tutankhamun,  
according to The Times in 1922)
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In their time, the Egyptians had already an-
ticipated this by engraving prophecies of bad 
luck on the walls of their tombs against an-
yone who disturbed the eternal rest of their 
dead. And although it is customary to say 
that forewarned is forearmed, this did not 
prevent Howard Carter’s team from taking 
the threat lightly. 

Yet when there were several suspicious 
deaths in his ranks, some members began 
to wonder while others showed remorse. Re-
peated, distorted and amplified by the me-
dia, the affair quickly took on the appearance 
of a science fiction scenario tinged with black 
magic and the supernatural. The storytelling 
was so well done that the curse – a contrived 
plot – was perceived by the public as the re-
venge of a scorned people, legitimately de-
manding justice. 

Prisoners of the Sun, frame from plate 45

Less well known, Incan spells are just as fearsome and effective as Egyptian curses.  
In fact, in The Seven Crystal Balls, they plunged the members of an ethnographic expedition  
into a worrying state of health (oscillating between deep sleep and temporary delirium)  
and which pushed Tintin, in Prisoners of the Sun, to go there to put an end to it – even if it meant  
desecrating a new tomb. 
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It is true that by exhuming all or part of human remains, 
the archaeologist undermines the respect due to the dead, 
which is dear to many cultures and civilisations. And even 
if today, the mummies and bones found are recognised as 
sensitive cultural materials and are treated “with the great-
est tact and respect for the human dignity of all peoples” (as 
required by the Code of Ethics of the International Council of  
Museums), this was not always the case. In the past, archae-
ologists acted on their own initiative – sometimes at the re-
quest of museums or, more often, of wealthy collectors – but 
above all, without the consent of the indigenous populations. 
It was common practice to tear them away from their lands 
of origin (therefore removing them from their context) to  
elevate them to the rank of icons, like trophies that were  
collected and displayed as souvenirs of glorious treasure 
hunts. 

Today, several counTries – mosT of Them The cradles 
of ancienT civilisaTions – are pursuing an acTive pol-
icy To repaTriaTe arTefacTs from Their ancienT pasT. 
egypT is one of Them, as iT is one of The mosT de-
spoiled counTries. since The eighTeenTh cenTury, The 
wesT has shown a consuming passion for pharaon-
ic hisTory (egypTomania) To The poinT of collecTing 
every lasT one of iTs emanaTions – Thus depriving iTs 
naTion of parT of iTs idenTiTy. in The space of a dec-
ade, The egypTian sTaTe managed To recover nearly 
30,000 pieces ThaT had been illegally removed from 
iTs TerriTory. one of Them is “an ancienT human skel-
eTon discovered in belgium, currenTly on display aT 
The naTional museum of egypTian civilisaTion in cai-
ro” reporTed hespress.com in december 2021. 

Back to the roots
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It took a long time for attitudes and practices – even within 
the profession – to change. Today, the profession is governed 
by the Code of Ethics, issued by the International Coun-
cil of Museums. Article 2.5 of the Code of Ethics states that  
“collections of human remains or sacred objects shall only 

be acquired if they can be safely conserved and treated with  
respect... in accordance with professional standards and, 
where known, the interests of the community or ethnic or 
religious groups of origin”. 

The Seven Crystal Balls,  
frame from the plate 28

Surprisingly, the mummy  
of the Inca, Rascar Capac,  
isn’t found in a museum,  
but in the middle of Professor 
Tarragon’s living room. 
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Discovery means uncovering. And with exposure comes me-
dia coverage. This is how the vicious circle that harms archae-
ological heritage begins. For, as soon as we communicate 
about it (with the aim of sharing a piece of our collective her-
itage that has been found), it is immediately endangered. Its 

loss because its activities irreparably destroy precious scien-
tific data. Each stolen object, each looted site is a page of our 
common history that is erased.  

SOS cry of a heritage in distress 

existence is brought to light. And what makes it inter-
esting is also revealed. Two reasons which – to a mali-
cious public – are enough to position it as a potential 
source of lucrative business. 

Archaeological research has always aroused fantasies 
and covetousness. Quite simply because the fruit of its 
efforts is tantamount to treasure. It is true that in addi-
tion to its inestimable historical wealth, the archaeo-
logical artefact – because of its age, rarity, uniqueness 
or the nobility of its materials – also has a high market 
value. A financial dimension that allows unscrupulous 
people to make large profits, to speculate or to laun-
der money. Beyond this purely mercantile vision, the 
trafficking of archaeological goods is an inestimable 

Prisoners of the Sun, frame from plate 62

The cautious Incas in the Adventures of Tintin had anticipated the blow by sheltering 
the precious treasures inherited from their ancestors.
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According to UNESCO, this activity is now the third largest 
criminal economy (just behind the drug’s and arm’s markets). 
Some regions of the world are more affected than others by 
the scourge, in particular those rich in “raw materials” and 
those where war is raging (source of financing for terrorism 
and armed conflicts). Like any sector of activity, trafficking 

in cultural property is structured into various more or less 
professional branches ranging from amateur prospectors 
equipped with a metal detector to organised gang thefts, in-
cluding looting, vandalism, voluntary destruction, wild and 
illegal excavations, smuggling and the production of fakes.

The Broken Ear,  
frame from plate 57
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Attentive reading of Cigars of Pharaoh reveals another sur-
prising fact. Apart from the architectural decorum (columns 
and wall frescoes), the sarcophagi of the scholars and the 
two imposing sculptures of deities, the tomb of Kih-Oskh 
is filled with emptiness. This emptiness goes against Egyp-
tian funerary practices of the Pharaonic era. It has long been 
known and recognised that the royal figures of Ancient 
Egypt were buried with a large quantity of objects (such as 
amulets, ornaments, vases and shields) and furniture (beds, 
thrones, chests, and so on) of all kinds, which were supposed 
to ensure the survival of the sovereign in the afterlife. 

“As my eyes became accustomed to the light, the details of 
the room slowly emerged from the gloom, strange animals, 
statues, gold, everywhere the glitter of gold,” Howard Carter  
said of the 5,000 or so pieces of Tutankhamun’s treasure 
when it was discovered in 1922. So this is not a legend but 
a reality. But then, what happened to the funerary booty of 
Kih-Oskh? This is a dark mystery that no one can answer be-
cause that is not the purpose of the story created by Hergé. 

The Kih-Oskh mystery 

Cigars of the  Pharaoh, frame from plate 15
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In any case, his final resting place has been emptied – 
from top to bottom – of all its substance. Not a touch 
of divine magic remains. Not a single golden flake glit-
ters. Everything has been sanitised. It is as if the de-
ceased owner had left the place – without leaving any 
address – taking everything with him on his way to 
eternal life. Even if the story doesn’t say so, it’s a good 
bet that his personal effects were sold by the thugs 
(as Tintin eventually finds out) to wealthy Egyptomani-
acs with little regard for the environment. At the same 
time, they divert the place from its original use and 
turn it into a logistical platform for their drug traffick-
ing. It would seem that for once, the profane has taken 
its revenge on the sacred. +

Cigars of the  Pharaoh, 
frame from plate 15
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To find ouT more: The hisTory of archaeology

The origin of humanity is a long-stand-
ing concern. Ancient civilisations – 

such as Greece, Mesopotamia and Egypt 
– were already interested in the traces 
left by their predecessors. Archaeolo-
gy was in its infancy and only needed 
to blossom. This happened during the 
Renaissance, which gave birth to it as 
a discipline. It was then enriched, over 
time, by successive contributions. Here 
is an overview of the major advances 
(theoretical and methodological) that 
have in turn shaped the mechanisms of 
this ‘time machine’. 

Prisoners of the Sun, frame from plate 57
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The pioneers of the Renaissance

In the 16th century – at the end of the Middle Ages – Italy 
embarked on vast development work to renovate its capi-
tal and restore its former grandeur. However, the work was 
soon delayed because the Eternal City was so full of ruins 
and remains of all kinds. It was a real open-air museum. All 
you had to do – so to speak – was bend down to pick them 
up... and that is precisely what some people started to do.

This abundance of partly buried masterpieces left no one 
unmoved. Scholars, patrons and other “influencers” of the 
time flocked to Rome, not without a certain amount of 
greed, to collect these marvels – unique testimonies of the 
city’s glorious past. Thanks to this impetus, the popes be-
came aware of the value of this heritage and immediately 
prohibited its destruction. To this end, they appointed a 
Commissioner for Treasures, other Antiquities and Mines. 
This decision marked the birth of archaeology.

At this stage, the activity was embryonic and had only one 
aim: to save the antiques. In particular, those that were 
endangered or too fragile and in danger of disappearing. 
And as the technology at that time was limited, still the 
most efficient and easily accessible way was drawing. The 
first archaeologists therefore immortalised visible or new-
ly discovered artefacts by drawing on the spot. The con-
cept of the archaeological survey was born. 

As far as excavations were concerned, the approach was 
also empirical, of course, as there was no precedent for 
them. They were therefore carried out by trial and error 
and by direct experimentation in the field. The methods 
were certainly rudimentary, but they nevertheless bore 
fruit, as several treasures were unearthed, such as the 
sculpted group of the Laocoon, found on Esquiline Hill in 
1506.
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Theorists and researchers of the 18th century 

One era chases the other and with it its ideals, currents of 
thought but also its tastes. Therefore, in reaction to the os-
tentatious splendour and excesses of the Baroque period, 
European society in the 18th century made a 180-degree 
turn to refocus on two essential and founding principles: 
the good (morally speaking) and the beautiful (aesthetically 
speaking).  

For this return to the sources, enlightened minds were turn-
ing to the ideal of all time: the very virtuous Antiquity. And 
current events were doing things right, since the latter was 
being honoured with the recent discovery, in Italy, of two ma-
jor archaeological sites, namely : Herculaneum and Pompeii. 

On the ground, excavation sites were opening up all over 
Europe and numerous discoveries were being made. But at 
that time, archaeology – which was still not a science – con-
sisted mainly of digging up the buried treasures of the past 
on a massive scale so that great fortunes could be made. 

On the intellectual level, however, the fruitful archaeolog-
ical harvests of the moment brought grist to the mill – of 
quality – to enlightened amateurs who perceived in this 
manna neither a pecuniary stake, nor a worldly visibility, 
but a much more priceless value: that of a greater knowl-
edge of ancient civilisations.   

After reading and re-reading the available documentation, 
the German theorist Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717-
1768) went to Rome to work directly with the artefacts. 
His reasoned approach differed in every respect from the 
methods practised by his colleagues up to that point be-
cause, unlike them, he was not content to contemplate the 
archaeological material. He analysed and contextualised it.  

His Histoire de l’art dans l’Antiquité, published in 1764, was 
the first fully-fledged scientific work, the result of his many 
cross-checks and classifications of data. Some consider 
him to be the first art historian but above all the first his-
torical archaeologist.  
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Adventurers of the 19th century

The state of knowledge about ancient civilisations contin-
ued to advance by leaps and bounds, no doubt because 
archaeology itself was progressing. It was true that during 
this period, the discipline was becoming organised and 
professionalised. The major European schools and univer-
sities such as the Sorbonne, for example, now offer spe-
cialised courses and curricula. 

Nevertheless, the profession had more self-made men 
than graduate archaeologists. This was probably be-
cause experience in the field was still the most effective 
and formative way of acquiring the necessary knowledge 
quickly. After all, as the saying goes... practice makes per-
fect! 

This was exactly what German businessman Heinrich 
Schliemann (1822-1890) thought. After a rewarding ca-
reer in commerce that took him to the four corners of the 
world, he finally devoted himself to his lifelong passion: 

the myths and legends of Ancient Greece, but even more 
so, the Homeric tales. He began his career with The Iliad 
and The Odyssey, convinced that the places described in 
these poetic epics corresponded to a geographical reality.

The method was unconventional but it worked. His ar-
chaeological adventures logically led him first to Greece, 
then very quickly to Asia Minor. There, he began prospect-
ing on the Turkish hill of Hisarlik and discovered, in 1871, a 
complete set of gold objects that he named Priam’s treas-
ure in reference to the legendary King of Troy. 

His reputation was established and certain scholars such 
as his compatriot Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902) – a patholo-
gist and expert in anthropology, ethnology and archaeol-
ogy – even lent him a hand to give scientific support to his 
work. Although self-taught, the “discoverer of Troy” was 
quickly considered by his peers as the founder of modern 
archaeology.
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The experts of the 20th and 21st centuries 

Schliemann’s work paved the way for other talented ar-
chaeologists, including the very rigorous Sir Robert Mor-
timer Wheeler (1890-1976). Although posterity has not re-
membered his name – primarily because he didn’t make 
an important discovery – he is nonetheless an emblematic 
figure of modern archaeology. 

His contribution to the discipline is, in fact, major, since 
he was the co-inventor of the Wheeler-Kenyon grid sys-
tem method, so-called square excavations (or carroyage): 
a system of grids aiming to fragment the total surface of 
a site into plots of five square metres . The ground to be 
prospected was then broken down into two dimensions, 
i.e. surface and depth. 

Thanks to this revolutionary technique, the Scotsman 
gave birth to the concept of the archaeological layer. Ex-
cavation is therefore carried out by progressive advances 
to determine, stratum by stratum, the nature and dating of 

the soil. These two precious pieces of information allow us 
to understand how the different phases of human activity 
were chronologically articulated. 

In addition to its effectiveness, the method has two other 
advantages: obtaining a precise map of the site and in-
stantaneous recording of the field data (surveys and ex-
cavation reports) which ensures the traceability of finds 
(the first line of defence against theft). Subsequently, other 
approaches modernised this principle, such as open area 
excavations or ethnographic excavations, for example. 
From the 1960’s onwards, archaeological work also ben-
efited from successive and regular advances linked to the 
development of new technologies (laser remote sensing, 
3D modelling, and so on.) and auxiliary sciences (such as 
carbon-14 dating and magnetic resonance imaging…). 
Accurate and qualitative, they were no longer content to 
support hypotheses but to prove them.
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Egyptomania and Egyptology 

Among the ancient civilisations, one of the most fascinat-
ing is Egypt. Probably because it embodies wealth, excess, 
mystery, magic and exoticism better than any other. Al-
though its existence has been known for a long time, it 
all really began with the first campaign led by Napoleon 
Bonaparte (1769-1821) in Pharaonic lands, between 1798 
and 1801. 

Although the imperial expedition was a military failure, it 
was a tremendous scientific success. The team of scholars, 
commissioned to document the finds made on this oc-
casion, were particularly prolific. Their work gave rise to 
numerous richly documented publications, including the 
highly illustrated work by Dominique Vivant Denon (1747-
1825), published in 1802 under the title: Voyage dans la 

Basse et Haute-Égypte. 

This two-volume book is a bestseller. This work has been 
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is 

part of the knowledge base of civilisation as we know it.
It was translated and distributed throughout Europe and 
played an active role in the establishment of the Egyp-
tian cult. With its 141 engravings, it inspired the artists of 
the time. The latter were quick to appropriate the forms, 
motifs and other symbols reproduced in its pages to give 
rise to a new ornamental grammar that flooded all fields 
of creation: fine arts, decorative arts, architecture, fash-
ion, jewellery, and so on. No discipline escaped this ex-
otic trend, soon to be known as Egyptomania. Egypt was 
everywhere. In everyone’s mind. And in all its forms. 

In 1822, Jean-François Champollion (1790-1832) fanned 
the flames of this devouring passion a little more by 
unlocking the secret of hieroglyphics from the Rosetta 
Stone, a fragment of a stele discovered by Napoleon’s 
troops twenty-three years earlier. “It is a complex system, 
writing that is at once figurative, symbolic and phonetic, 
in the same text, the same sentence, I would almost say 
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in the same word”, he wrote in his Letter to Mr. Dacier re-
lating to the phonetic hieroglyphic alphabet, dated 27th 
September. His discovery was so important that it officially 
gave birth to a new science: Egyptology.

Auguste Mariette (1821-1881) – another fervent apostle of 
the discipline – actively contributed to its development 
by leading several major excavations, including that of 
the Saqqara necropolis (part of the ancient Egyptian city 
of Memphis). At the same time, he also presided over the 
creation of two institutions aimed at protecting this pre-
cious heritage: the Egyptian Antiquities Service and the 
Boulaq Museum (the forerunner of the current Egyptian 
Museum in Cairo). His commitment was welcomed by all, 
even beyond the profession, to the point that Ferdinand 
de Lesseps (1805-1894) – the French diplomat in charge 
of opening the Suez Canal – called on him to collect and 
study the artefacts unearthed during construction. 

One hundred years after Champollion deciphered the hi-
eroglyphs, a British man named Howard Carter (1874-1939) 

made the discovery of the century! After several days of dif-
ficult – and above all unsuccessful – investigations in the Val-
ley of the Kings, the man stumbled upon what appeared to 
be the burial site of a powerful and reputedly royal person. 

On 29th November 1922, he summoned a few hand-
picked personalities – including Queen Elisabeth of Bel-
gium (1876-1965), her son Leopold III (1901-1983) and the 
eminent Belgian Egyptologist Jean Capart (1877-1947) – to 
attend the opening of the tomb. In a few strokes of the 
shovel and pickaxe, Tutankhamun’s treasure – forgotten 
for several millennia – went from obscurity to bright lights. 
Thanks to this extraordinary discovery, Howard Carter 
continued the work of uncovering the cradles of the great 
civilisations.
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